
CONCEPT

AXION | CHILLOUT is a set of inflatable furniture, containing a single chair, a double chair and a table.
Our goal was to make an inflatable furniture, which is really comfortable, so people may relax there for hours.
On the other hand we wished to meet budget limits of clients, not willing to spend too much for inflatable furniture.
And of course we focused to bring a new design to the market.
The result of our development is a great combination of all above.

AXION Chillout is a perfect event solution.
It is possible to order in two colors – white or anthracite and it is nice to use it just as it is, without additional costs.
Those who would wish to put a branding on it, may combine dye sublimation printed „sock“ on the back support tube, 
seat matresses or both.
The sock is attached with zippers, so the different one may be used for each event.
A table may be equiped with an acrylic glass board, UV printed on the bottom side.

CHILLOUT FURNITURE

possible

yes

Dye sublimation print all over

Fully serviceable by user
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single chair

130

4ʹ31ʺ

120

3ʹ11ʺ

2ʹ5ʺ

75

double chair

182

5ʹ11ʺ

120

3ʹ11ʺ

2ʹ5ʺ

72

square table

1ʹ0ʺ

87

87

32

2ʹ10ʺ

2ʹ10ʺ

SINGLE CHAIR TABLEDOUBLE CHAIR



back support tube sock

seat mattress

acrylic glass plate
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CHILLOUT FURNITURE

All information on the technical datasheet is for information purpose only. The final composition of the product depends on the current version of
the product and the used components. Detailed scope of delivery is described in the official commercial offer.

SEAT MATTRESS

P 123 P 485 P 289P 287

BLACK DigitalWHITE Cool 5C

Standard colors

ACRYLIC GLASS PLATEBACK SUPPORT TUBE SOCK
P 123 P 485 P 289P 287

BLACK DigitalWHITE Cool 5C

Standard colors

P 123 P 485 P 289P 287

BLACK DigitalWHITE Cool 5C

Standard colors

transparent




